The Language Grid is a Service Grid that aims at sharing language services around the world, which connects language service providers and users using Web service technologies.

To use or participate in the Language Grid, your organization must sign a Service Grid Agreement with the Language Grid Kyoto Operation Center. Users who sign the agreement can provide the Language Grid with their services and use services which combine services shared on the Language Grid.

Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University and NECTEC, the national institute in Thailand are starting the federated operation, which interconnects each Language Grid operated by the organizations.

Instructions on joining the Language Grid (using the Language Grid, sharing your language services, signing the agreement, etc.) can be found at http://langrid.org/operation/en/procedure.html.

If you are interested in joining the Language Grid, contact the Language Grid Kyoto Operation Center at operation@langrid.org.
The Department of Social Informatics, Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University decided, at the faculty meeting on July 12th, 2007, to take on the role of Language Grid Operator, and assigned Professor Toru Ishida to serve as the representative of the organization. This operation is to proceed as a part of the activity of "Field Informatics Education and Research Core" of the global center of excellence (GCOE) titled "Informatics Education and Research Center for Knowledge-Circulating Society" (2007-2011).